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Persona 4 jester rank 9

&lt;&lt; Return to the main social link center &gt;&gt; *Values highlighted in red are optimal choices. * All values are in your possession of the same Arcana persona. Available days: 23.5.2020 23.5.2020 27.5.2030 5.6.2010 10.6.15 (Night) 26.6.2020 28.7.2020 4.7.2019 5.7. 23.8. 25.9. 1.9. 19.9. 20.9. 21.9. 23.9. 24.9. 24.9. Don't eat? +0 Answer 2 Doesn't
anyone make you dinner? Do you want me to make you dinner? +0 Answer 3 He cares about you. +0 That sounds annoying +3 Rank 3 Response 1 Why aren't you really coming? +2 You shouldn't lie to him. +0 I was big... Help? +0 Answer 2 I'm a good cook. +3 Nanako falls in love. +2 Answer 3 What did you do instead? +0 What kind of student were you?
+0 Answer 4 Is the job difficult? +0 Don't enjoy yourself now? +0 Rank 4 Answer 1 YouYeah, he does. +0 No. +2 Answer 2 It was a surprise. +3 Do you like magic tricks? +2 Position 5 Answer 1 You are right. +3 He learns nothing that way. +0 Is this how you do your job? +0 Answer 2 No, none. + 0 I don't want one. +0 Answer 3 What do you mean? +0 Take
it back! +0 Rank 6 Answer 1 Are you lazy again? +0 I'm busy enough, please. +0 Answer 2 Good for you. +0 Does that make you sad? +0 What an unhappy old woman. +0 Answer 3 It is true. +3 But isn't it lonely? +0 Rank 7 Clear the Heaven Dungeon Rank 8 Story Related Rank 9 Story Related Rank MAX Read his letter (True Ending) Available no earlier
than 5/13. You need to reach level 6 by 11/1 (November 1), otherwise you won't be able to maximize this S.Link at all. LocationAdachi's schedule is very random as it depends on your other choices. You'll findAdachi in the following locations: Daytime - Junes Evening - Shopping District South, in front of a gas station Rank and Status Adachi's S.Link is
special and complicated because your games and choices caused a different ending/progression to S.Link after ranking 7. Dojima hears on 5/12 that Adachi had been seen lying around Junes. Find Adachi on Junes and choose to hang out with her to activate S.Link. Rank 21 answer – any 2. Answer – any third answer – that sounds annoying. #3 1 Answer
– Why don't you really come? 2nd answer – I'm a good cook 3. answer – any 4. 2nd answer – It was a surprise. Rank 51 answer – You're right. 2nd answer – any third answer – any rank 6 1st answer – any 2. Rank 7 8 Automatically starts on December 3, 2019 if you select a normal/actual end From now on, going to a different end path different from Jester
Arcana. If you choose a bad ending on December 3, S.Link will remain only at number 7. Normal / True Ending Path Visit Adachi alone on December 7. Rank 9 Clear Magatsu Inaba Dungeon Rank 10 Read Adachi Letter 20. Note that this is considered a bad ending. inches: Persona 4 Golden, Hunger Arcana, Tarot Edit Share The Hunger Arcana, also
known as Lust Arcana (欲望, Yokubō)? The Japanese version has Arcana in Persona 4 Golden. It shares its persona with Jester Arcana (道化師, Dōkeshi?. Overview[edit | edit source] Like Aeon Arcana, Hunger/Lust Arcana is not found on standard tarot covers. Lust Arcana is the Thoth tarot equivalent of Strength Arcana, number XI. Lust symbolizes the
danger of losing control and consuming power. The card also means strength, but power that comes through dosing. It's not true power, it's pure bliss of power abuse. The personas of hunger Arcana are all desecated or malevolent deity, which are often, but not always associated with death or destruction. Just as Himo Arcana is Voima-Arcana's Thoth
equivalent, Jester Arcana is supposed to appeal to Fool Arcana, number 0. Jester symbolizes much of what The Fool symbolizes - ignorance, spontaneity and freedom - but in repressed form. In jester's case, querent is misleading and unwilling to work with others, unlike Fool, who is compatible with everyone. Ultimately, the jester behaves like a fool instead
of being a genuine fool. Appearances[edit | edit source] Persona 4 Golden Persona 4 Arena Ultimax List of Persona[edit | edit source] Persona 4 Golden[edit | edit source] It didn't feel like a threat... But you don't think you can talk to Adach anymore. You feel your relationship with Adach has changed dramatically...- Narration before Arcana turns into hunger.
Hunger Arcana's social connection is represented by Tohru Adachi, although it is originally presented as Jester Arcana. Social connectivity is unusual in a couple of ways; In addition to changing the meeting time twice, it stops requiring intentional meetings with Adach and begins to move forward with the story. If a player sets the link high enough and
identifiesAdachi as the killer, they get the chance to reveal their suspicions or hide them. If she reveals her suspicions and later goes to face Aach alone, Arcana will reveal herself as Hunger Arcana and transcend hunger at the true end. If a player conceals his suspicions about Adach and later helps Adach dispose of incriminating evidence, Social Link is at
most Jester, even if the game ends Another bad ending. The game itself considers Jester and Hunger Arcanas to be the same Arcana, so maximizing the link in both ways allows you to invite Magatsu-Izanagi, the lure of emptiness, the ultimate persona of Jester/Hunger Arcana. Persona 4 Arena Ultimax[edit | edit source] Jester Arcana is represented by
Tohru Adachi and his Persona Magatsu-Izanagi. Characters[edit | edit source] Character game Tohru Adachi Persona 4 Golden Persona 4 Golden Hunger Arcana Tarot community content is available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. Adachi's Social Link doesn't have a fixed schedule, his schedule is different in a month. Adachi's social link differs
from other social links, depending on what value, you need to participate either day or night. Adachi Social Link Availability ----- | Month| ======================================================================== | May | 13(F), 20 (F), 23(M), 25(W) 27(F), 30(M) | |------------------------------------------------------------------------ | June | 5(Sun),
10(F), 11(Sat), 15(W)(Night Only), 26(Sun), 28(Tue) | ------------------------------------------------------------------------ | July | 2(Sat), 4(M), 5(Tue), 12(Tue), 14(thu), 24(Sun), 25(M) | ------------------------------------------------------------------------ | August | 23(Tue), 25(thu) | ------------------------------------------------------------------------ | September| 1(Sat), 19(M), 20(Tue),
21(W), 23(F), 24(Sat), 27(Tue), 30(F)| ------------------------------------------------------------------------ | October | 6(s), 12(W), 21(F), 24(M), 26(W) | ------------------------------------------------------------------------ | November | 1(ti) | ------------------------------------------------------------------------ Location ------------- Every day: Night time at the entrance to June : Near a gas
station (Shopping area, south) Activation ------------- May 13. Other ------------- if you attend a Social Link event in the afternoon, you won't be able to participate in Adachi's social link at night. The only social link that is an exception to this rule is The Hermit and the Empress. The last day to participate in Social Link is 1 November. You can only reach Social
Link Rank 6 before this date. The remaining lines are acquired through events during the last story arc of the game. To maximize this social link, get an invalid end number 4 or True Ending path. When the maximum value is Magatsu Izanagi Ranking level 0–1 Daytime
================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================
---------------------------------------------- Ranking level 1–2 Daytime
=============================================================================================================================================================================================================================================== W/O W 1. Why? - - 2. No, you don't. - - ---
------------------------------------------------ Adachi does not seem to lead a nutritionally balanced life... W/O W 1. Doesn't anybody make you dinner? - - 2. Do you want me to make you dinner? - - --------------------------------------------------- Adachi: And he will talk your ear off if you let him... It's so annoying. W/O W 1. He cares about you. - - 2. That sounds
annoying. +2 +3 Ranking level 2–3 Night time ============================================ Adachi: Oh, uh, sorry when I used you like that. You were very helpful. W/O W 1. Why don't you really come? +1 +2 2. You shouldn't like him. - - 3. I was a big... Kelp? - --------------------------------------------------- Adachi: But Dojima-san is still working,
right? Does that mean it's just the two of us? It's weird, isn't it? W/O W 1. I'm a good cook. +2 +3 2. Nanako's going to love it. +1 +2 --------------------------------------------------- Adachi: When I was in high school, I never thought about cooking. W/O W 1. What did you do instead? - - 2. What kind of student were you? - ---------------------------------------------------
Adachi: But it works when you are a student. W/O W 1. Is it hard to work? - - 2. Aren't you enjoying yourself now? - - Ranking level 3-4 Night time ==========================================Adachi: Dojima-san is constantly telling you how much help you are! W/O W 1. Yes, he does. - - 2. Nope. +1 +2 ---------------------------------------------------
Nanako: Wow! You're the best, Adachi-san! W/O W 1. It was a surprise +3 +3 2. Do you like magic tricks? +1 +2 Ranking level 4–5 Night time ========================================================== Adachi: Don't worry about it. We have to be effective. W/O W 1. Yes, you're right. +3 +3 2. He doesn't learn anything that way. -- 3, is this
how you do your job? - --------------------------------------------------- Adachi: What about you? Don't you have anything to draw a flower on? W/O W 1. No, nothing. - - 2. I don't want that. - - --------------------------------------------------- Adachi: Eeesh. I'm sure it'll dampen his choices. W/O W 1. What do you mean, you don't know? - - 2. Take it back. - - Ranking level
5-6 Daytime ============================================= Adachi: But I think a high school student is like that. Enjoy it while you can. W/O W 1. Are you loosening up again? - - 2. I'm busy enough, thank you. - --------------------------------------------------- Adachi: But as long as she is here, I don't have to talk to her, so it's a relief. W/O W 1. It's
good for you. - - 2. Does that make you sad? - - - 3, What an unhappy old woman. - - --------------------------------------------------- Adachi: I like being alone. It's easy, and it lets me do what I want. W/O W 1. It's true, it's true. +3 +3 2. Isn't that lonely? - Ranking level 6–7 ================================================ Cleared Heaven Ranking
level 7 to 7 to 28 === ==================================================== Normal end path ranking level 8-9 (level 8-9) Hunger) ============================================================================================================================ Normal end path, Loss Ame-no-Sagiri Ranking
level 9–10 (Hunger) =============================================================================== True end path, ================================================================================================================================================Read the letter. Jester
Arcana turns into Lust. Ranking level 7–10 (Bad Ending no.4 Scenario)
==================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================
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